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Prescription Drug Coverage
It is important to understand the prescription drug coverage within your insurance plan. If your plan is fully
insured, prescription drug coverage is one of the essential benefits under the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Plans
vary considerably as to what is covered and how the coverage is structured.

How do I know what our family’s plan covers for prescription drugs?
There is a section in your insurance plan contract (also called evidence of coverage, certificate of coverage, or
summary plan description) that describes drug and pharmacy benefits. To ask about your prescription benefits,
call your employer’s human resources office or your insurance company’s customer service representative.

Will all drugs be covered under our prescription plan?
Insurance plans vary, and their prescription coverage varies as well. Most insurance plans do not completely
cover all drugs. Your plan likely has different levels of coverage depending upon the drugs. Some drugs may
not be covered at all (your contract may call these exclusions). In addition, you may pay less for drugs that you
purchase at a pharmacy participating in your insurance plan’s network.

Our insurance contract says there is a different amount of coverage for drugs on the insurance
company’s “formulary.” What does this mean?
A formulary is a list of drugs and supplies covered by your plan. Each insurance plan has its own formulary.
Plans use their formularies differently. Under some plans, patients have a lower copay for drugs that are on the
formulary than for drugs that are not (sometimes called an open formulary). Under some plans, drugs that are
not on the formulary are not covered at all (sometimes called a closed formulary).

How can I find out if a particular drug is on the formulary?
Some insurance companies provide their entire formulary to members when they join. Others give the formulary
only on request. Some companies post the formulary on their website. You can always find out whether a
particular drug is on the formulary by calling your insurance company’s customer service representative.

What if my child’s doctor says that the only drug my child can use is one that is not on the
formulary?
Under some insurance plans you may be able to obtain an exception to the formulary and receive coverage for
a nonformulary drug—if your child’s doctor asks your plan to cover it. Your insurance plan should describe a
process through which you and your doctor can request an exception to the formulary. The exception process
must be available in writing and must be given to you when you ask for it.
Under Minnesota law,* members of fully insured health maintenance organization (HMO) plans have certain
rights when it comes to drugs that are not on the formulary. Minnesota law says that the HMO must promptly
approve an exception to the formulary when:
(1)

the formulary drug causes an adverse reaction
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How can I find out what pharmacies are in our plan’s network?
Most insurance plans have a provider directory that lists the pharmacies in their network. Insurance companies
generally furnish the provider directory to members. Also, you can call your insurance company’s customer
service representative to learn if a particular pharmacy is a network pharmacy.

Our plan covers some drugs only if we obtain “prior authorization” before filling the
prescription. What does this mean?
Some insurance companies require you or your child’s doctor to call and ask for coverage of a certain drug
before your child can receive the drug. This is often called prior authorization. Your insurance contract names
the drugs that require prior authorization and explains how to obtain it. The drugs are often very expensive or
ones that may be effective only for certain diseases. If you obtain the drug before asking for prior authorization,
you may not receive coverage for it.

(*Self-insured plans are governed by the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act [ERISA] law, rather than state law.
See the difference in PACER’s handout, “Private Insurance.”)
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